INVENTORY BY BOX

Collection organized by Johanna Vanderbeek from 1995-1999, under the supervision of Ron Magliozzi.

Stored in 28 gray Hollinger archive boxes.

Box SV1. Chronology. Black Mountain College 1949-1952; McClinton Street 1953-1956
Box SV2. Chronology. 1950-1969
Box SV3. Chronology. 1969-1973
Box SV5. Correspondence. 1977-1989
Box SV6. Projects. Multi-Media, 1970; Phone Mural; Violence Sonata, WGBH
Box SV7. Projects. Chambers Steam Screen; Cine Dreams; Dream Work; Membrain Theatre; Movie Dome
Box SV9. Projects. notebooks, scripts, storyboards
Box SV10. Projects, computer
Box SV11. Projects, computer/Poem Field #1,2,3,5,7
Box SV12. Notebooks/sketchbooks
Box SV13. Notebooks/sketchbooks
Box SV14. Notebooks/sketchbooks
Box SV15. Notebooks/sketchbooks
Box SV16. Notebooks/sketchbooks
Box SV17. Contracts/rentals/film inventories
Box SV18. Press on computers/articles/interviews
Box SV19. Press/articles
Box SV20. Press/programs
Box SV22. Publications, misc.

Box SV23. Publications. catalogs/programs

Box SV24. Publications, misc.

Box SV25. Line cut blocks (3) for FILM CULTURE; drawing

Box SV26. Slides, carousel trays (2)

Box SV27. Slides, 35mm. AFI, Florida

Box SV28. Glass panels, hand painted. EXTREMELY FRAGILE!!

R. Magliozzi
Film Study Center
June 1999